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Figure 1: Fixed-design systems capture only a small fraction
of the possible storage-engine design space on the cloud.
systems increasingly use key-value stores for core functionality
such as the catalog and indexing [72]. Machine Learning pipelines
deploy key-value stores for data exploration, storing features, and
maintaining debugging data [116, 117]. Bitcoin uses a key-value
engine as its primary node infrastructure [115].
Movement on the Cloud. With the growing diversity of applications and data sizes, key-value stores are increasingly deployed on
the cloud to take advantage of auto-scaling and on-demand pricing.
For instance, Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud [23], the Google
Cloud Platform (GCP) [101], and Microsoft Azure [36] cloud provide support for widely used key-value stores such as MongoDB
[95], CouchDB [48], RocksDB [56], and Cassandra [25].
The Problem: Reasoning About Cloud Costs & Performance.
We show that existing key-value systems fail to scale in the face of
the combined challenge: growing application diversity and growing
data sizes, which in turn result in growing cloud budgets. The
source of the problem is in the inherent complexity of data system
design, opacity of cloud infrastructures, and the numerous metrics
and factors that affect performance and cloud cost. As a result,
organizations, systems administrators, and even expert data system
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Cosine covers the entirety of sextillions
(10^36) of possible combinations

We present a self-designing key-value storage engine, Cosine, which
can always take the shape of the close to “perfect” engine architecture given an input workload, a cloud budget, a target performance,
and required cloud SLAs. By identifying and formalizing the first
principles of storage engine layouts and core key-value algorithms,
Cosine constructs a massive design space comprising of sextillion (1036 ) possible storage engine designs over a diverse space of
hardware and cloud pricing policies for three cloud providers –
AWS, GCP, and Azure. Cosine spans across diverse designs such as
Log-Structured Merge-trees, B-trees, Log-Structured Hash-tables,
in-memory accelerators for filters and indexes as well as trillions of
hybrid designs that do not appear in the literature or industry but
emerge as valid combinations of the above. Cosine includes a unified distribution-aware I/O model and a learned concurrency-aware
CPU model that with high accuracy can calculate the performance
and cloud cost of any possible design on any workload and virtual
machines. Cosine can then search through that space in a matter of
seconds to find the best design and materializes the actual code of
the resulting storage engine design using a templated Rust implementation. We demonstrate that on average Cosine outperforms
state-of-the-art storage engines such as write-optimized RocksDB,
read-optimized WiredTiger, and very write-optimized FASTER by
53x, 25x, and 20x, respectively, for diverse workloads, data sizes, and
cloud budgets across all YCSB core workloads and many variants.

What is the optimal storage engine for any
combination of workloads, data, and cloud cost?

REASONING ABOUT CLOUD COSTS

Application Diversity. Key-value stores [71, 72, 87] serve as the
storage backbone for a wide range of applications such as graph processing in social media [27, 59], event log processing [42], web applications [119], and online transaction processing [98]. Relational
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this license. For any use beyond those covered by this license, obtain permission by
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Figure 2: Cosine produces optimal key-value storage engines given a budget, a workload, and a target performance.
designers cannot predict how a specific combination of a key-value
store design, a cloud provider (their pricing policies and hardware),
and a specific workload (data and queries) will ultimately behave
in terms of end-to-end performance and cloud-cost requirements
[55, 58, 93, 103]. This can lead to severe performance bottlenecks or
cost requirements that are exceptionally hard to get out of given the
time, effort, and risk involved in switching to a different system or
investing in building a new one. There are numerous manifestations
of this problem. We elaborate with two characteristic examples.
1. Choosing from Off-the-Shelf Key-Value Stores. State-of-theart key-value systems are designed for specific workloads. Applications in turn need to choose a system from the limited set of
options in terms of core design, more prominently systems that are
based on B-trees [4, 10, 12, 47] for read-heavy workloads or on LogStructured-Merge (LSM)-trees [9, 20, 25, 26, 108] for write-heavy
workloads or Log-Structured-Hash (LSH)-tables [43] for systems
with large memory. Utilizing such engines for any other workload
type does not guarantee good performance [79, 92, 97], as shown
in Figure 1. For example, Viber [17] had to switch from MongoDB
to Couchbase due to growing datasets [1, 102]; applications need to
make a hard choice between either being stuck with a sub-optimal
system or an expensive and risky transition [39].
2. The Choice of Cloud Provider and Hardware. 77% of organizations face challenges choosing an appropriate cloud provider
[112]. Even with a single cloud provider, it is imperative to choose
the correct hardware resources to maximize performance and avoid
paying extraneous costs. Currently, all these decisions are manually made based on past experience [96, 104, 111] and given the
complexity, this often leads to wrong choices with drastic negative
impact. For example, a 2022 study [54] illustrates how picking the
wrong VM can be a catastrophic mistake.
Cosine. We present Cosine: a cloud-cost optimized Self-designing
key-value storage engine, that has the ability to self-design and
instantiate holistic configurations given a workload, a cloud budget, and optionally performance goals and a set of Service Level
Agreement (SLA) specifications. A configuration is composed of
the exact storage engine design in terms of the individual data
structures design (in-memory and on-disk) in the engine as well
as their algorithms and interactions, a cloud provider and specific
virtual machines. Figure 1 depicts the core Cosine concept and how

existing systems are “locked” into a small fraction of the possible
design space. Cosine is inspired by those systems and makes use of
their innovative designs but instead of being locked in any particular design it can mix and match fine-grained storage engine design
elements. This creates a space of sextillions (1036 ) of storage engine
configurations most of which do not exist in the industry or literature. Cosine automatically takes the perfect shape for the problem
at hand making it possible to scale across all three challenges: data
size, application (workload) diversity, and cloud budget.
Our contributions are as follows.
(1) We formalize the exhaustive search space of key-value storage engine designs comprising of combinations of (a) data
structure designs (including LSM-trees, B-trees, LSH-tables,
and trillions of valid new designs which are hybrids of those)
and in-memory accelerators such as buffer, filters and indexes, (b) hardware for storage (such as HDD, SSD, or EBS)
and computation (VMs), and (c) cloud providers (AWS, GCP,
Azure) for an input workload (Figure 2 part A, C).
(2) We introduce a unified model that precisely estimates the
expected cost of executing a given workload with a given
engine design (Figure 2 part B). The model has two novel
parts: a) an analytical distribution-aware I/O model that
captures data movement across the exhaustive design space
of possible key-value storage engines, and b) a learned cost
model that captures CPU, query concurrency, and hardware
parallelism through a training phase that is kept at minimum
cost by selectively training for a few of the possible designs.
(3) We show how for a given workload Cosine collapses the massive possible design space into a Pareto frontier of ranked
configurations that co-optimizes available cloud budget, required cloud SLAs, and required performance (Figure 2 part
C). This enables choosing the best configuration for the current application, but it also facilitates interactive reasoning,
e.g., what if I can afford more budget. Cosine selectively
includes noise in the input workload so that the resulting
engines are robust to workload drifts.
(4) Using a storage engine code template that allows structured
descriptions of Cosine’s data layout and algorithmic abstractions, the output of a search is a Rust implementation of the
target storage engine design (Figure 2 part D).
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Design Abstractions of Template

initialized by search through engine design space

LAYOUT PRIMITIVES

Design and hardware specification

1. Key size: Denotes the size of keys in the workload.
2. Value size: Denotes the size of values in the workload. All values are accepted as
variable-length strings.

derived with empirically verified rules

Data access
Parallelism

Example templates for diverse data structures
A new
LSM
B-Tree
LSH
design
variants
variants
variants

unsigned int

auto-configured from the sample workload

string/slice
max size set to 1 GB

auto-configured from the sample workload

unsigned integer |
function (func)

[2,.. 32]

4. Runs per hot level (K): At what capacity hot levels are compacted.
Rule: should be less than size ratio.

unsigned int

[1.. T]

Runs per cold level (Z): At what capacity cold levels are compacted.
5. Rule: should be less than size ratio.

unsigned int

[1.. T]

6.

unsigned int

3.

Size ratio (T): The maximum number of entries in a block (e.g. growth factor in
LSM trees or fanout of B-trees.

Logical block size (B): Number of consecutive disk blocks.

7. Buffer capacity (MB ) : Denotes the amount of memory allocated to in-memory
buffer/memtables. Configurable w.r.t file size.

64-bit floating point |
function (func)

<latexit sha1_base64="ktqA0hGq77GqKFPh3CWo1TQAMw4=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3Bno2WIjY0QwUsCyRH2Nptkyd7esTsnhCO/wcZCEVt/kJ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvDCRwqDrfjuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80jJxqhn3WSxj3Qmp4VIo7qNAyTuJ5jQKJW+Hk9u5337i2ohYPeI04UFER0oMBaNoJb96329c9ssVt+YuQNaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QczSiCtkkhrT9dwEg4xqFEzyWamXGp5QNqEj3rVU0YibIFscOyMXVhmQYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFoOyOKY7PqzcX/vG6Kw5sgEypJkSu2XDRMJcGYzD8nA6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG0+JRuCt/ryOmld1Ty35j14lXojj6MIZ3AOVfDgGupwB03wgYGAZ3iFN0c5L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A6kmjeg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="/5TgrGfWufOcCIst21nbl20EoZo=">AAAB7HicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS2gRKkLZ9aLHUi9ehApuW2iXkk2nbWg2uyRZoSz9DV48KCJ48gd589+Yfhy09YXAw/vOkJkJE8G1cd1vZ219Y3NrO7eT393bPzgsHB03dJwqhj6LRaxaIdUouETfcCOwlSikUSiwGY5upnnzEZXmsXww4wSDiA4k73NGjbX88l23dt4tlNyKOxNZBW8BpWqxc/EBAPVu4avTi1kaoTRMUK3bnpuYIKPKcCZwku+kGhPKRnSAbYuSRqiDbDbshJxZp0f6sbJPGjJzf3dkNNJ6HIW2MqJmqJezqflf1k5N/zrIuExSg5LNP+qngpiYTDcnPa6QGTG2QJnidlbChlRRZux98vYI3vLKq9C4rHhuxbv3StUazJWDUyhCGTy4gircQh18YMDhCV7g1ZHOs/PmvM9L15xFzwn8kfP5A7ulj3E=</latexit>
sha1_base64="14bKrNOmq/ldCICXHR+PnLXusmQ=">AAAB7HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAglcaPLUDduhAqmLbShTKaTduhkEmYmQgh9BjddKOLWB3LXt3F6WWjrDwMf/38Oc84JEs6Utu2ZVdja3tndK+6XDg6Pjk/Kp2ctFaeSUI/EPJadACvKmaCeZprTTiIpjgJO28H4fp63X6hULBbPOkuoH+GhYCEjWBvLqz32G1f9ctWu2wuhTXBWUHUrvevpzM2a/fJ3bxCTNKJCE46V6jp2ov0cS80Ip5NSL1U0wWSMh7RrUOCIKj9fDDtBl8YZoDCW5gmNFu7vjhxHSmVRYCojrEdqPZub/2XdVId3fs5EkmoqyPKjMOVIx2i+ORowSYnmmQFMJDOzIjLCEhNt7lMyR3DWV96E1k3dsevOk1N1G7BUES6gAjVw4BZceIAmeECAwSu8wbslrKn1YX0uSwvWqucc/sj6+gHFD5D3</latexit>

64-bit floating point |
function (func)

8. Indexes(MF P ): Amount of memory allocated to indexes (fence pointers/hashtables).
<latexit sha1_base64="yeNugYnASlYi/l4IX5ohjnFFoos=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0m86LEoiBehgv2ANpTNdtIu3Wzi7kYooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwup76rSdUmsfywYwT9CM6kDzkjBortSt3veymPjnrlcpu1Z2BLBMvJ2XIUe+Vvrr9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInxW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfze6dkFOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhMnyd9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2IiKNgRv8eVl0jyvem7Vu/fKtas8jgIcwwlUwIMLqMEt1KEBDAQ8wyu8OY/Oi/PufMxbV5x85gj+wPn8ARVij1I=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ckjcEas2Y7pRNf/Q7w8uoqfV+Cg=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN6FFqAhlxo0ui4K4ESrYC7RDyaSnbWgmMyYZoQx9CTcuFOnW13Hn25heFtr6Q+Dj/88h55wgFlwb1/12MmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kiuo0QxrLFIRKoZUI2CS6wZbgQ2Y4U0DAQ2guHNNG88o9I8ko9mFKMf0r7kPc6osVazdN9Jb6vjs06+6JbdmcgqeAsoVgrt8wkAVDv5r3Y3YkmI0jBBtW55bmz8lCrDmcBxrp1ojCkb0j62LEoaovbT2bxjcmqdLulFyj5pyMz93ZHSUOtRGNjKkJqBXs6m5n9ZKzG9Kz/lMk4MSjb/qJcIYiIyXZ50uUJmxMgCZYrbWQkbUEWZsSfK2SN4yyuvQv2i7Lll78ErVq5hriycQAFK4MElVOAOqlADBgJe4A3enSfn1flwJvPSjLPoOYY/cj5/ACfhkNs=</latexit>
sha1_base64="1NR2689rQ3ib7gunD1deRJc7MpI=">AAAB73icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAgl6UaXQUHcCBXsBdpQJtNJO3QyiTMTIYS+hAguFHHr67jr2zi9LLT1h4GP/z+HOef4MWdK2/bEyq2tb2xu5bcLO7t7+wfFw6OmihJJaINEPJJtHyvKmaANzTSn7VhSHPqctvzR9TRvPVGpWCQedBpTL8QDwQJGsDZWu3LXy27q47NesWxX7ZnQKjgLKLul7vnLxE3rveJ3tx+RJKRCE46V6jh2rL0MS80Ip+NCN1E0xmSEB7RjUOCQKi+bzTtGp8bpoyCS5gmNZu7vjgyHSqWhbypDrIdqOZua/2WdRAeXXsZEnGgqyPyjIOFIR2i6POozSYnmqQFMJDOzIjLEEhNtTlQwR3CWV16FZq3q2FXn3im7VzBXHk6gBBVw4AJcuIU6NIAAh2d4g3fr0Xq1PqzPeWnOWvQcwx9ZXz8xS5Jh</latexit>

[64 MB, 128
MB, …]
memory to
cover L

64-bit float | func(FPR)

10 bits/key

block | file | run

file

Compaction/Restructuring algorithm: Full does level-to-level compaction;
11. partial is file-to-file; and hybrid uses both full and partial at separate levels.

partial | full | hybrid

full,
partial

first | last_full | fullest

first, fullest,
last_full

Run strategy: Denotes which run to be picked for compaction (only for partial/
12. hybrid compaction).
File picking strategy: Denotes which file to be picked for compaction (for partial/
13. hybrid compaction). For LSM-trees we set default to dense_fp as it empirically works
the best. B-trees pick the first file found to be full. LSH-table restructures at the
granularity of runs.

oldest_merged |
oldest_flushed | dense_fp |
sparse_fp | choose_first
64-bit floating point

14. Merge threshold: If a level is more than x% full, a compaction is triggered.
15. Full compaction levels: Denotes how many levels will have full compaction (only
for hybrid compaction). The default is set to 2.

unsigned integer |
function (func)

[32, 64,
[1000, 1001, …]
128, 256, ..]
(T is large)

2

[T-1]

7
32

[1]
[2048, 4096, …]

10. Bloom filter design: Denotes the granularity of Bloom filters, e.g., one Bloom
filter instance per block or per file or per run. The default is file.

9. Bloom filter memory (MBF ): Denotes the bits/entry assigned to Bloom filters.
<latexit sha1_base64="8cDuZm7LfkPsN9vKhFsXScIwPu8=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyKoMcQQbwIEcwDkiXMTjrJkNnZdWZWCEt+wosHRbz6O978GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K4gF18Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NBRohjWWSQi1QqoRsEl1g03AluxQhoGApvB6HrqN59QaR7JBzOO0Q/pQPI+Z9RYqVW666bVm8lZt1B0y+4MZJl4GSlChlq38NXpRSwJURomqNZtz42Nn1JlOBM4yXcSjTFlIzrAtqWShqj9dHbvhJxapUf6kbIlDZmpvydSGmo9DgPbGVIz1IveVPzPayemf+WnXMaJQcnmi/qJICYi0+dJjytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzaivA3BW3x5mTTOy55b9u4vipVqFkcOjuEESuDBJVTgFmpQBwYCnuEV3pxH58V5dz7mrStONnMEf+B8/gAA+o9H</latexit>
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Type/Domain

[1 MB, 2
MB, …]
memory for
first level

h/w
dependent

[64 MB, 128
MB, …]
memory for
hash table

h/w
dependent
func(FPR)
file

N/A
partial

hybrid

partial
first

dense_fp

choose_first

[0.7..1]

0.5

fullest
dense_fp
(hot),
choose_first
(cold)
0.75
L-Y (from
optimal config)

[1..L]

16. No. of CPUs: Number of available cores to use in a VM.

unsigned int

Use all available cores

17. No of threads: Denotes how many threads are used to process the workload.

unsigned int

Use 1 thread per CPU core

Table 1: Storage engine template in Cosine and example initializations for diverse storage engine designs.

2

(5) We demonstrate that the Cosine cost model captures diverse
workloads, hardware, and storage engine contexts with up
to 91% accuracy. We verify this using diverse state-of-theart key-value engines: RocksDB (LSM-tree), WiredTiger (Btree), and FASTER (LSH-table) as well as with numerous
hybrid/new designs with Cosine’s templated Rust engine.
(6) We demonstrate that Cosine improves throughput by 53x,
25x, and 20x on average over RocksDB, WiredTiger, and
FASTER, over the diverse workloads of the YCSB benchmark
and varying cloud budgets and data sizes, while providing
a robust behavior that is within 2% of the optimal one even
when the workload fluctuates by more than 15%.

BACKGROUND: LAYOUT PRIMITIVES

Cosine has its roots in the Data Calculator project [77] which structures a first-principle driven search of a wide design space of known
and unknown data structures. Unlike the Calculator that focuses
on a single data structure at a time, Cosine is about complete storage engine configurations considering the interactions of many
data structures in a full engine, hardware space, as well as the
cloud provider space. To realize the end-goal of self-designing at
its core Cosine implements a storage engine template – a dictionary
of design abstractions to allow structured descriptions of arbitrary
key-value storage engine designs. The Cosine template has multiple
parts as shown in Table 1. We first presented the data layout part
in a vision paper [73] and we give a brief summary of that in this
section before continuing with the contributions of this paper.
The Cosine storage engine template spans trillions of possible
designs. They are all derived by combining elements from three
designs which span the extremes of performance from read to write
optimized: B-trees [64], LSM-trees [89], and LSH-tables [43]. The
layout primitives in Table 1 help describe key-value storage engines
based on the design of their core data structures, in-memory and
on-disk. For example, 𝑀𝐵 , 𝑀𝐵𝐹 , 𝑀𝐹 𝑃 define the memory allocated
to the buffer, Bloom filters, and fence pointers. The template provides a lot of flexibility, e.g., it is possible to choose between the
construction policies of the filters, e.g., reducing the false positive
rate (FPR), optimizing the number of internal hash functions, or
even controlling the granularity of filters per block, file, or run.

Online Demo and Technical Report. Cosine is part of the emerging space of instance optimized data systems [76]. We focus on
key-value stores and use fine-grained first principles that form a
massive design space which includes trillions of previously unknown designs out of which we pick the best one for the problem
at hand. Given the massive space of possible configurations, to give
a better sense of Cosine’s potential, we also provide an interactive
demo at http://daslab.seas.harvard.edu/cosine/. One can use the
demo to perform what-if design questions and compare system designs in terms of budget and performance, for arbitrary workloads
across the three major cloud providers and against state-of-the-art
systems. Interested readers can also find additional experiments,
proofs and model derivations in an online technical report [2].
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Workload +
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Cost-Model
Building Blocks
of Model

Based on the memory footprint of filters and fence pointers, Cosine divides 𝐿 disk-levels of a storage engine into 𝐿 − 𝑌 hot and 𝑌
cold levels. Data residing at hot levels are quickly accessed with
in-memory filters and fence pointers whereas cold levels have to
be accessed through cascading fence pointers on-disk. Other layout
primitives include the size ratio (T) denoting the factor by which
disk-levels grow in capacity, and merge thresholds (K and Z) denoting how greedily merges happen within a level (hot and cold).
In [73] it is explained how these few primitives can be enough by
showing there is another set of rules that help derive additional
layout design elements of an engine. For example, to figure out
exactly how many bits to give to each Bloom filter of each level and
run we use the equations from [51, 52]: this only requires knowing
𝑀𝐵𝐹 . For brevity we do not explain these rules further as they are
not necessary for following the rest of the paper.
Describing Existing and New Storage Engines. Overall, these
primitives allow Cosine to take the shape of arbitrary and diverse
designs in terms of storage engine data layouts including LSM-Trees,
B-Trees, LSH-Tables and several hybrids in between. For example,
as shown in Table 1, the layout of LSM-tree based RocksDB is
described as 𝑇 = 10, 𝐾 = 1, 𝑍 = 1, 𝑀𝐵𝐹 = 10, and B-Tree based
WiredTiger as 𝑇 = 32, 𝐾 = 1, 𝑍 = 1, 𝑀𝐵𝐹 = 0. For both engines, the
memory footprint of indexes, 𝑀𝐹 𝑃 decides the number of hot and
cold levels of the tree. On the other hand, a storage engine such
as FASTER which is a flat data structure is described by setting
𝑇 = 𝑁𝑀.𝐸
enforcing the first level to never run out of capacity. This
𝐵
also implies that the merge thresholds are set to maximum such that
the level is never compacted, i.e. 𝐾 = 𝑇 − 1, 𝑍 = 𝑇 − 1. As FASTER
uses in-memory hashtables, we allow 𝑀𝐹 𝑃 to take that into account.
By default, FASTER creates hash-bucket entries amounting to 81th

pi

Probability of a false positive at a bloom filter at a run at hot level i

C0 , C01 , C02
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Probability of not being in buffer for uniform key, skew special key,
skew regular key
For a hot level, probability of not being in run r , level i or previous
runs for uniform key, skew special key, skew regular key. For a cold
level, probability of not being in any node at level i or nodes in
previous levels for uniform key, skew special key, skew regular key

Table 2: Distribution-Aware I/O Cost Model
search algorithm for the best design given a workload. We start by
describing the properties that the model should have.
1. Precision. The I/O cost estimates should be within a 1 + 𝑟 factor
of the actual I/O, where 𝑟 is a small error parameter, regardless of
data properties, data size, query patterns, and engine design.
2. Conservation. The model should generate only positive errors
that is only over-estimating of I/O costs. This property lowers the
chances of exceeding the desired cloud budget or breaching the
performance target as a result of estimation errors.
3. Consistency. If a storage engine design outperforms another
design in practice, this should be reflected in the model estimates.
Workload Characterization. Table 2 describes the notation used.
Cosine describes workloads as a set of operations over a universe of
key-value pairs, using (a) the distribution of the keys and workload
operations and (b) the proportion of each operation type: singleresult lookups, no-result lookups, range queries, inserts, blind updates (updating the value of an entry regardless of its current value),
and read-modify-writes (rmws) (updating the value of an entry
based on the current value). This forms a workload feature vector.
Ideally, we would feed all information about a workload (i.e. the
exact sequence of operations and keys-value pairs) into the cost
model to get an exact estimate of I/O cost. However, such a strategy
would be intractable, since the space of workloads is enormous.
Thus, we introduce a low-dimensional “workload summary” to
strike a balance between tractability and precision.
Uniform Distribution. We let D𝑔𝑒𝑡 and D𝑝𝑢𝑡 be distributions
over which keys are drawn for reads and writes respectively. In a
uniform distribution any possible key is equally likely to be drawn.
Hence, D𝑔𝑒𝑡 is uniform over the universe 𝑈 of keys and D𝑝𝑢𝑡 is
uniform over the keys that have been inserted/updated. We assume
querying keys are drawn i.i.d from these distributions.
Skewed Distribution. We use uniform distribution as a building
block. The intuition is to partition the key-space of a workload such

of the keys, hence 𝑀𝐹 𝑃 = 𝑁8.𝐹 ∗ (1 + 𝐵1 ). Table 1 also includes an
example of a new design with a log-structured layout at the hot
levels and a B-tree at the cold levels.
Toward a Self-Designing System. On top of the basic data layouts, for Cosine to achieve its end goal we need to be able to consider
additional critical storage engine design components such as the
ones shown at the bottom of Table 1 for hardware parallelism and
maintainance strategies. In addition, as shown in Figure 2, we need
a series of innovations beyond engine specifications such as being able to judge different designs (without implementing them
first) (Sec 3), consider the effect of query and hardware parallelism
on each design (Sec 4), search over the massive possible space
efficiently for the best (yet robust) design given a cloud budget,
workload, and SLAs (Sec 5), and finally materialize the code of the
resulting storage engine so that it is ready for deployment (Sec 6).

3
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DISTRIBUTION-AWARE I/O MODELING

Given a workload Cosine needs to evaluate the massive number
of possible storage engine designs in a practical way, i.e., without
actually running the workload with all possible designs, cloud
providers and VMs. For this to be possible Cosine needs to be able
to calculate the expected performance on a given hardware for any
candidate storage engine design. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the
Cosine model for I/O and CPU respectively which achieves this
with high accuracy. Then Section 5 uses the model to build the
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distribution-dependent quantities C0 and C𝑟,𝑖 , which capture the
probability that an access to a given run is attempted. On the other
hand, Cosine’s models for the no-result lookup cost account for the
fact that early stopping does not occur for these queries.
Intuition for Write Cost (𝝈𝒑 , 𝝈𝒖 , 𝝈 𝒘 ). Cosine captures the phenomenon that with a high proportion of updates merges between
any two levels of the tree happen less frequently since an updates is
handled in place at the level or buffer it is found. We call this effect
infrequent merging, shown in Figure 2 part B. Infrequent merging
is less prominent when the distribution of writes is uniform over a
large universe, where almost all writes are insertions. On the other
hand, when the write distribution cycles through a small number of
keys many of the writes are updates, leading to infrequent merging.
The model is able to capture the impact of infrequent merging on
𝜎𝑝 as a function of D𝑝𝑢𝑡 through the distribution-dependent quantities Q𝑖 , which estimate the expected number of writes to fill a run
in level 𝑖. Rmws are modeled as a composition of other operations,
e.g., for LSMs, the cost of an rmw is the summation of a lookup and
an insert whereas for B-trees or LSH it is same as an update.
Intuition for Range Cost (𝝈𝒔 ). For modeling range queries, key
distribution is not needed because the effect of early stopping does
not occur: range queries need to access every hot level. With a
selectivity of 𝑠, for hot levels, roughly 𝑠 fraction of the entries at
each level will be touched using the in-memory fence pointers. For
internal nodes at cold levels, Cosine differentiates between the case
where the size ratio 𝑇 equals to the block size 𝐵 (𝑇 = 𝐵) and where
it does not (𝑇 < 𝐵) which impacts whether data at internal nodes
needs to be scanned as well. For the last cold level, Cosine’s models
account for touching all relevant leaf nodes.
Derivation of Lookup Cost 𝜎𝑙 for Skew. We give a sketch for one
of the derivations as an example: for a single-result lookup following
skew distribution when a design only has hot levels, i.e., 𝑌 = 0. We
can express the expected cost as 𝜎𝑝 = 𝑝𝑔𝑒𝑡 × 𝜎𝑙𝑠 + 𝜎𝑙𝑛 × (1 − 𝑝𝑔𝑒𝑡 )
where 𝜎𝑙𝑠 is the expected cost of a special key lookup and 𝜎𝑙𝑛 is
the expected cost of a normal key lookup. Given that the skew
distributions are uniform over special keys, it suffices to consider a
generic special key 𝑘 and its expected cost over the randomness of
D𝑝𝑢𝑡 . The cost is the sum of the I/O cost of accessing the disk block
containing the key and the I/Os due to bloom filter false positives. If
the key is in the buffer or the block cache, the I/O cost is 0, otherwise
it is 1. We show that, C01 captures this cost. For the false-positive
incurred costs, by linearity of expectation, it suffices to compute
the probability that a block in a given run will be touched and then
1 precisely captures
add up the probabilities. The expression 𝑝𝑖 C𝑟,𝑖
this cost for run 𝑟 at level 𝑖, where 𝑝𝑖 is the probability of obtaining
a false positive and C𝑟,𝑖 is the probability that the actual key is
not in the current run or any previous runs (so the access has not
terminated yet). The argument is similar for 𝜎𝑙𝑛 .
Now, we provide intuition for the specific formulas for C0 and
1 . To compute these quantities, we determine the distributions
C𝑟,𝑖
over queried special keys as uniform over 𝑈 1 ∩ 𝐾special (where
𝐾special is the set of keys in the data structure). This can be viewed
as the conditional distribution of 𝑈 1 conditioned on the key being
in 𝐾special . Therefore, the probability that a key 𝑘 is not in any of the

that (i) for any partition, the keys are uniformly distributed, and
(ii) the width of partitions may differ which controls the degree
and region of skew. Our definition of a skew distribution exactly
matches the definition in [40] and it creates a sharper truncation
between hot and cold keys for ease of analysis. For instance, a
Zipfian distribution consists of two distinct uniform distributions
with universes 𝑈 1 and 𝑈 2 . 𝑈 1 contains a set of special keys that are
likely to be accessed more than the set of remaining regular keys
residing within 𝑈 2 . More precisely, for lookups, a special key is
accessed with probability 𝑝𝑔𝑒𝑡 from 𝑈 1 and a regular key is drawn
from 𝑈 2 with probability 1 − 𝑝𝑔𝑒𝑡 . The same definition holds for
writes, with the respective probabilities being 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑡 and 1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑡 .
Other Distributions. The above methodology can be extended
to describe other distributions such as normal and exponential
distributions. Examples can be seen at the technical report [2]. The
core idea is that instead of having two partitions we have 𝑘, each
with its distinct universe spread across the key-space such that the
probability of accessing a special and regular key from any partition
𝑝
1−𝑝
𝑖 is |𝑈𝑖 | and |𝑈 |𝑖 , respectively, and that the probabilities to access
𝑖
𝑖
any partition add up to unity.
Overview. The model is shown in Table 2. It shows how Cosine
estimates the cost of each type of key-value operation. This is a
unified model which means that it works across all possible storage engine designs (LSM-trees, B-Trees, LSH-Tables and anything
in between) defined by the primitives of Cosine. For a workload of
𝜒 operations, we use the per-operation I/O cost and the proportion
of different type of operations in the workload to compute the total
I/O cost of the workload (see also definitions in Table 2):
IOtotal = 𝜒 (𝜃 𝑝 𝜎𝑝 +𝜃𝑟 𝜃𝑙 𝜎𝑙 +𝜃𝑟 (1 −𝜃𝑙 )𝜎𝑛 +𝜃𝑢 𝜎𝑢 +𝜃 𝑤 𝜎𝑤 +𝜃𝑠 𝜎𝑠 ) (1)
While we cannot provide the full details on how the model is derived
due to space restrictions, we instead provide in the rest of this
section the core intuitions that lead to the model construction using
examples for specific storage engine designs and operations. The
exact derivations for each operation are described in detail in [2].
A core insight is that for all designs supported by Cosine, the disk
part of the data layout is effectively built from arrays and pointers
connected in a hierarchical format. The cost-model leverages this
structure to decompose the I/O cost into inter-dependent per-level
quantities and embeds the fundamental read/write behavior of
each core design class (LSM-tree/B-tree/LSH-tables) within its cost
computation. This allows the resulting unified model to work for
any storage engine design possible within the possible space.
Intuition for Lookup Cost (𝝈 𝒍 , 𝝈𝒏 ). Let us assume an LSM-treelike design and a single-result lookup: when a key is found in the
buffer or the first few levels the query terminates and no data from
the lower levels is brought into memory. We call this effect early
stopping, shown in Figure 2 part B. Early stopping is not of much
relevance when the distribution of writes is uniform over a large
universe as the most recent copies of almost all keys live at the last
level. On the other hand, when the read distribution cycles through
a small number of keys, as in the case of skew distributions, those
keys are very likely to live in the buffer or at a high level, and early
stopping can significantly impact the single-result lookup estimate,
𝜎𝑙 . The distribution-aware model precisely captures the impact of
early stopping on 𝜎𝑙 as a function of D𝑝𝑢𝑡 and D𝑔𝑒𝑡 through the

runs up to a given run is,
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𝑃 [𝑘 ∈𝐾special ,𝑘 is not in any runs up to a given run]
.
𝑃 [𝑘 ∈𝐾special ]

We now use the independence of keys across different runs and
condition on the data structure being full. We add “weights” to designate that runs are likely to be a certain fraction full “on average”.
The
 numerator can be expressed as,
Î
up to 𝑃 [𝑘 is not in the run] × (1 − 𝑃 [𝑘 is in a later run]). For

CONCURRENCY-AWARE CPU MODELING

In addition to I/Os, performance of storage engines is significantly
affected by CPU costs and hardware parallelism. Writing analytical
models, as we did for I/O in the previous section, that capture inmemory and hardware effects is extremely complicated and error
prone, even for a single design, as we have found in our prior
work [82]. The challenge is that there are many factors that affect
CPU performance and are tightly connected compared to the single
factor of I/O when data comes from disk. Cosine uses learning in a
hardware-conscious way, as shown in Figure 2, part B.
Utilizing Amdahl’s Law. Amdahl’s Law [24, 67, 68] theoretically
reasons about how much speedup we can achieve for a given number of cores. Every program has a sequential component and a
parallelizable component and with more cores, it is only the runtime of the parallelizable component that improves. If 𝜙 proportion
of a program is parallelizable and it takes 𝑇 time units to execute it
with 1 core, then for 𝜂 cores, the speedup 𝑔 is as follows:
𝑔=

𝑇
𝑇 − 𝜙𝑇 +

𝜙𝑇
𝜂

=

1
1 − 𝜙 (1 − 1/𝜂)

where IOPS is a cloud-provider specific constant (Sec 5). All steps
for learning happen independently so that there are no modeling
errors due side-effects of one process on another.
Training Cost. 𝜙 depends on the hardware. Training only for four
design classes as opposed to for every possible design reduces
the cost by several orders of magnitude for Cosine. For each VM,
learning can still take several hours though. To reduce the cost
further, we observe that VMs overlap in hardware properties and
thus we only need to train for a small subset of VMs (AWS alone
has more than 100 VMs). For example, m5zn.large and m5n.large
are AWS instances with a similar configuration (2 vCPUs, 8 GB
memory, EBS-only storage, 25 Gbps network bandwidth) with the
only difference in EBS bandwidth [18]. Such differences translate
to marginal impact on 𝜙 at the third or fourth places of decimal,
which plays a negligible role in the cost-performance optimization.
We curate a list of distinct VM types and Cosine ships already with
trained 𝜙 values for those while similar VMs use these 𝜙 values [2].
Changes in Pricing Policy or VM Specifications. Cloud providers
frequently update their pricing models [99] but this does not require any retraining as Cosine only needs to pull the new prices.
Cloud providers may also add new VMs types [83]. If a new VM
offers distinct hardware properties than all VMs Cosine has trained
for in the past, then Cosine has to train on this VM and make it
part of its learned 𝜙 library but this is a one time operation. When
training does need to happen, Cosine can train in parallel for every
distinct VM; this saves time, not cloud cost.

(2)

Learning 𝜙. Cosine takes the value of 𝜂 directly from the hardware
where the engine is to be deployed. On the other hand, 𝜙 is learned
as it relies on many interconnected factors. While the possible
designs are too many, we observed that 𝜙 has similar values across
designs that share core design elements and so Cosine only needs to
learn 𝜙 for four drastically distinct design classes (LSM, LSH, B-Tree,
and Hybrid: LSM-like hot levels and B-tree-like cold levels). The
process is seen in Algorithm 1. For each class of design 𝑟 and for each
operation type in 𝑞, we benchmark (using the Rust code template
discussed in Section 6) the speedup as we increase the number of
queries executed in parallel and CPU cores used (one per query).
This is done for all distinct VM types 𝑣 for each cloud provider. The
observed speedup 𝑔ˆ is fed to Equation 2 to generate multiple values
of 𝜙 (𝜙𝑞,𝑟,𝑣,𝐷,𝑐 ) for different VMs, numbers of total queries, and data
size, to aggregate and derive a robust 𝜙 for this combination of 𝑞
and 𝑟 . Then, for any workload 𝑊 to run with a design of class 𝑟 , we
calculate 𝜙 as a weighted average of the 𝜙 of each operation type
in 𝑊 . Then, the end-to-end latency and throughput of running 𝑊
on a given VM, while maximizing utilization of 𝜂 cores, are given
by combining Equations 1 and 2:
latency =

#operations in 𝑊
IOtotal 1
× , throughput =
IOPS
𝑔
latency

using actual speedup
in Amdahl’s law

distinct combinations of (r, q) benchmarked

4

varying data-h/w combinations

current run

a run 𝑟 at level 𝑖 ≥ 1, the first term is (1 − 𝛼 0,𝑙 )(1 − 𝛼 𝐵𝐶,𝑙 )×
Î𝑖−1
(1 − 𝛼 ℎ,𝑙 ) 𝐾 (1 − 𝛼 𝑖,𝑙 )𝑟 . Similarly, the second term is
ℎ=1
Î

𝐿−𝑌 −1 (1 − 𝛼 ℎ,𝑙 ) 𝐾 . In these expressions, 𝛼 𝑖,𝑙
1 − (1 − 𝛼 𝑖,𝑙 ) 𝐾−𝑟
ℎ=𝑖+1
captures the probability that 𝑘 appears in a given run at level 𝑖. The
calculation of 𝛼 𝑖,𝑙 can be obtained from skew properties of D𝑝𝑢𝑡 .

5

SEARCHING FOR THE BEST DESIGN

We now use the models of the previous two sections to describe
how Cosine searches for the best storage engine design given a
workload 𝑊 , a desired cloud budget 𝑏, and optionally performance
requirements (latency/throughput) 𝑝𝑟 . The output is a storage engine design (expressed in the primitives of Table 2), specific VM
and cloud provider choices, along with the expected cloud cost and
performance to run 𝑊 with the resulting engine and VMs.

(3)
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(𝑇 × 𝐾 × 𝑍 × 𝜖1 )𝑘𝑖 . If 𝑚𝑖 distinct configurations result from different cost values in 𝐶, the cardinality of all possible configurations
with provider 𝑠𝑖 is 𝑚𝑖 × (𝑇 × 𝐾 × 𝑍 × 𝜂 × 𝜖1 )𝑘𝑖 . For example, with
$50𝐾 monthly budget only for one provider (AWS) and only with 6
distinct VMs, and even if we statically assign the highest degrees
of parallelism to 𝜂, we have 𝑚𝑖 = 74612, 𝑇 × 𝐾 × 𝑍 × 𝜖1 = 30752
(𝜖 = 0.2). This leads to a total design space 74612𝑥 (307526 ).
Cost-Performance Optimization. Cosine needs to solve two optimization problems to find the best storage engine design that
minimizes cloud cost and latency 𝑙.

Hardware Space. The hardware on which a storage engine is
deployed drives the cloud cost and performance. For any input
workload-budget combination, Cosine constructs the space of possible hardware configurations (VMs and storage) for the set of all
cloud providers 𝑆, as shown to the left of Figure 2 part C. Cosine uses
a range of cloud costs 𝐶 = [𝑐 min, 𝑐 max ] such that the input budget
𝑏 falls within that range - we explain in a few paragraphs why we
need that range. VMs are discretely priced per time unit and hence,
there cannot exist a unique hardware configuration for each 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶.
To prevent including redundant configurations in the hardware
space, Cosine incrementally adds resources to generate hardware
configurations that have a distinct combination of VMs and storage
and keeping only these costs in 𝐶. For each cloud provider 𝑠𝑖 , computing resources are combinations of VM instances of 𝑘𝑖 distinct
types. Every VM 𝑣𝑖,𝑗 , indicating the 𝑗 th VM instance of 𝑠𝑖 , contains
mem GB of memory and 𝑣 CPU vCPU cores. Storage can be attached
𝑣𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗
externally to VMs and determine the number of I/O operations
IOPS . For any 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶, there are multiple deterministic
per second, 𝑣𝑖,𝑗
possibilities of combining storage and compute resources and that
varies with the pricing policy of each cloud provider, Amazon [3],
Azure [11] and Google Cloud [8]. The unification of all of these
possibilities for all cloud costs in 𝐶 makes up the hardware space.
Storage Engine Design Space. For each VM in the candidate hardware space, a storage engine design space is constructed. A storage
engine design is mathematically represented using the data layout
primitives from Table 1 as Ω: (𝑇 , 𝐾, 𝑍, 𝑀𝐵 , 𝑀𝐵𝐹 , 𝑀𝐹 𝑃 , 𝜂) where 𝜂
CPU }). Given the
denotes the number of physical cores (𝜂 ∈ {1..𝑣𝑖,𝑗
input workload 𝑊 , the distinct possibilities of allocating memory
across buffers, bloom filters, and fence pointers using the pricing
,𝑠𝑖 ,𝐶
policy of 𝑠𝑖 for every cost in 𝐶, is Ω𝑊
𝑀𝐵 ×𝑀𝐵𝐹 ×𝑀𝐹 𝑃 . Then, the design
space over all cloud providers for cost range 𝐶 is,
,𝑠𝑖 ,𝐶
Ω𝑊 ,𝑆,𝐶 = Ω𝑇𝑊×𝐾×𝑍 ×𝜂 × ∪𝑠𝑖 ∈𝑆 Ω𝑊
(4)
𝑀 ×𝑀 ×𝑀
𝐵

𝐵𝐹

argmin
(Γ,𝑐,𝑝) ∈Δ𝑊
𝐶,Ω,𝑃 such that 𝑝 ≤𝑙

(𝑐),

argmin

(𝑝)

(5)

(Γ,𝑐,𝑝) ∈Δ𝑊
𝐶,Ω,𝑃 such that 𝑐 ≤𝑏

Range of Cloud Budgets and Interactive Design. We cannot
be certain that any combination of desired performance requirement 𝑝𝑟 and budget 𝑏 is possible, i.e., that indeed there exists a
storage engine design, a set of VMs and a cloud provider that can
achieve performance 𝑝𝑟 with 𝑏 on 𝑊 . Thus, Cosine searches simultanously not only for the best configuration for 𝑏 and 𝑝𝑟 but also
for neighboring values of 𝑏 and 𝑝𝑟 . This is why we need the cloud
range defined in the Hardware Space paragraph. By default, we
set this range from $1-$500,000 per month, but it is also exposed
as a knob. This range covers the monthly budgets of diverse reallife applications, e.g., early- to mid-stage tech startups [19, 57, 86].
If 𝑏 does not fall within this range, Cosine updates the range to
$1-$(𝑏+500,000). If the desired performance cannot be achieved,
both the fastest configuration with the desired budget and the
cheapest configuration with the desired performance are included
in the result. Furthermore, Cosine enables a what-if design process where designers can search and explore alternative storage
engine designs and budget/performance balances in an interactive
way with instance system responses. Interested readers may visit
https://cloud-demo-2021.github.io/ to interact with Cosine directly.
Cost-Performance Continuum. To enable all of the above, for
every design search session Cosine collapses the engine design
space on the cost-performance plane (given 𝑊 , 𝑏). This transforms
the trilateral tradeoff among engine designs, hardware and cloud
cost, into a cost-performance Pareto frontier. This is a continuum 1)
with an optimal configuration at every point, and 2) where a higher
cloud cost maps to better or at least the same performance. The
process of generating the Pareto frontier is shown in Algorithm 2.
We provide a stepwise description below.
Step 1: Partially-Pruned Configurations for Each Provider.
We first construct the performance space of each provider 𝑠𝑖 for
a single cloud cost 𝑐 in 𝐶 at a time. For each storage engine configuration in Λ ∈ 𝐻𝑠𝑖 , Cosine shards the workload and data using
off-the-shelf sharding algorithms [53] across all VMs of the configuration proportionally to their memory capacity. For each distinct
VM type 𝑣𝑖,𝑗 within ℎ, Cosine generates the intra-VM design space
specific to its workload shard by spanning through all combinations
of 𝑇 , 𝐾, 𝑍 , 𝜂, and using memory hopping for 𝑀𝐵 , 𝑀𝐵𝐹 , and 𝑀𝐹 𝑃 .
Further, for each possible value of 𝑀𝐵 , Cosine splits the residual
memory between 𝑀𝐵𝐹 , and 𝑀𝐹 𝑃 to maximize as many hot levels
as possible for the design. Once all designs specific to the VM type
are generated, Cosine uses the I/O model to predict the I/O cost of
these designs. Next, it looks up the learned coefficients (obtained

𝐹𝑃

Performance Space. For every candidate storage engine design
Ω ∈ Ω𝑊 ,𝑆,𝐶 Cosine computes the expected latency for 𝑊 using the
models of Sections 3 and 4. This results in the performance space 𝑃.
The Overall Search Space. A massive space of configurations,
Δ𝑊
𝐶,Ω,𝑃 is generated. It consists of ordered triples (Γ, 𝑐, 𝑝) where
Γ denotes a configuration comprising of a storage engine design,
a hardware, and a cloud provider combination that yields performance 𝑝 in terms of latency and needs cloud cost 𝑐 to run 𝑊 .
The Cardinality of the Search Space. Given the number of distinct VM types 𝑘𝑖 offered by provider 𝑠𝑖 , for all 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶, this leads to
a set, 𝐻𝑠𝑖 of VM combinations. Every combination is of the form
< 𝜆𝑖,1, 𝜆𝑖,1, · · · , 𝜆𝑖,𝑘𝑖 >, where 𝜆𝑖,𝑗 determines the number of instances of VM type 𝑗 that can be purchased. Therefore, for a total
of 𝑚𝑖 combinations under a single provider, we have, 𝐻𝑠𝑖 = {<
𝜆𝑖,1, 𝜆𝑖,1, · · · , 𝜆𝑖,𝑘𝑖 >𝑞 }, 1 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 𝑚𝑖 . For each VM, 𝑇 , 𝐾, 𝑍 , and 𝜂
possess an integral domain space, whereas the domain space of
memory allocated across buffers, bloom filters, and fence pointers
is non-integral. For navigating through the memory space, Cosine
uses “memory hopping” setting 𝑀𝐵 to a small value and then incrementing it by a fixed amount equal to 𝜖 fraction of the total memory
𝑀. Therefore, the cardinality of storage engine designs possible
within a single VM is |Ω𝑊 ,𝑠𝑖 ,𝑐 | = 𝑇 × 𝐾 × 𝑍 × 𝜂 × 𝜖1 . The cardinality
of designs over 𝑘𝑖 VM types that can be purchased with a given 𝑐 is
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new 𝑀𝐵 values (and derived 𝑀𝐵𝐹 , and 𝑀𝐹 𝑃 ) with the previously
obtained values of 𝑇 , 𝐾, and 𝑍 of the best design so far. Then, the
memory allocation with the best resulting performance is chosen.
With smaller 𝜖 the width of the adjacent hop regions shrinks at
the cost of increasing the number of different buffer values to be
checked. Cosine exposes 𝜖 as a tuning parameter and adopts a
default value of 0.1 which we find provides consistently a good
balance among search time and quality of results (shown in [2]).
Step 2: Generating Continuum for Each Provider. Cosine further prunes configurations by iterating over all performance points
for all 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 and 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆. We partition the resulting mapping from
Step 1 into as many equal-sized disjoint partitions as the number
of cores of the machine where we run the cost-performance optimization. We prune redundant configurations within each partition
to generate sub-continuums where a configuration Λ mapped to
cloud cost 𝑐 is pruned if (i) there is at least one configuration Λ ′
at 𝑐 that is better than Λ or (ii) Cosine has already seen a better
configuration Λ ′ that offers a lower latency at a lower cost 𝑐 ′ in
which case it augments Λ ′ as a valid configuration at 𝑐. After this
process finishes for all cloud costs within every partition, Cosine
examines the junction points of each partition to ensure Pareto
optimality. Let the current state of the cost-performance mapping
be denoted as Δ partitioned into 𝑘 partitions Δ1, Δ2, · · · Δ𝑘 , then
we ensure that for any two consecutive partition Δ𝑖 and Δ𝑖+1 , the
best (or the rightmost) latency point of Δ𝑖 is greater than or equal
to the worst (or the leftmost) latency point of Δ𝑖+1 , i.e.,

// for every cloud provider

// total memory of the configuration
// compute cost of config
// SLA cost of config, shown in [2]
// cost to afford the config

// for robustness

hot merge threshold

// navigating through the
storage engine design space
cold merge threshold
buffer

get optimal design for each distinct VM type of the configuration
size ratio

searching through several VM configs. Each config may have instances of different VM types

// storage cost of config

// I/O model

// latency from I/Os

min ∀𝑐 ∈Δ𝑖 𝑓 (𝑐) ≥ max ∀𝑐 ∈Δ𝑖+1 𝑓 (𝑐), ∀0 < 𝑖 < 𝑘 − 1

(6)

If this condition fails, (i) we identify all points in Δ𝑖+1 that have
latency worse than that of the best latency point of Δ𝑖 and (ii) update
these points to min ∀𝑐 ∈Δ𝑖 𝑓 (𝑐) thereby guaranteeing the property
of increased (or at least equal) performance with increased cost.
We repeat this step for each pair of consecutive partitions for each
provider. Thus, we obtain three different continuums which are
Pareto frontiers (one for each provider) where each cloud cost maps
to exactly one performance point.
Step 3: Generating Continuum Across Providers. Cosine iterates once again over all the cloud costs in 𝐶 and ranks these
configurations at each cost to generate a single cost-performance
continuum optimized across all providers, as also indicated in Figure 2 part C. At this point, we keep all three configurations from
different providers and do not prune any as it helps probing the
continuum for provider-specific questions that may arise as part of
Cosine’s what-if interactive reasoning.
Cloud Service Level Agreements. Cosine takes as an optional
input Cloud SLA requirements. SLAs are provisioning and monitoring services that guarantee a threshold level of cloud service
quality [45, 66, 78]. Cosine supports five SLA features – (i) DB migration [28, 32, 63], (ii) operational and tooling support [31, 34, 60],
(iii) backup [13–15], (iv) reliability [29, 33, 61], and (v) availability
[30, 35, 62]. SLAs are mathematically quantified and exposed as
computable pricing models. If any SLA is required, then every cloud
cost 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 is co-optimized for purchasing of hardware and SLAs.
As seen in Algorithm 2, Cosine ensures that (a) the combined price
of hardware and SLAs never exceeds 𝑐 and (b) all resource-SLA
permutations are considered.

// constructing the cost-perf
mapping for each provider
// constructing the Pareto

from Algorithm 1 of concurrency model) specific to the design class
of each design and the operations in 𝑊 . Using these coefficients,
Cosine computes the overall 𝜙 of workload 𝑊 , derives the speedup
using Equation 2, and computes the predicted end-to-end latency
using Equation 3. Once all designs specific to 𝑣𝑖,𝑗 are evaluated,
Cosine ranks them and picks the one with the minimum end-to-end
latency for this VM. Cosine repeats this across the VM types of ℎ
and for all configurations within 𝐻𝑠𝑖 . At this step, we have partially
pruned inferior configurations within intra-VM design space but
we neither have a (i) continuum yet as every cloud cost may still
map to multiple performance points emanating from different configurations nor (ii) a Pareto frontier because all performance points
are locally optimized for a certain cloud cost, i.e., increasing cloud
cost does not necessarily map to equal or better performance.
Navigating the Non-Integral Domain Space of Memory. With
memory hopping Cosine considers designs around the non-integral
memory space of a VM, left and right of the best 𝑀𝐵 value so far
(by a fixed amount equal to 𝜖 fraction of the total memory 𝑀) using
binary search. Cosine examines the expected performance of the
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run and level are synonymous as merges happen at the granularity of files (run_strategy = none, file_picking_strategy =
choose_first). Similarly, for concurrency, Cosine uses the learned
coefficient (𝜙) of the workload on the chosen design class to set
the degrees of parallelism to the point where Equation 2 converges
or speedup does not improve by adding more cores. Algorithm 3
shows the primary rules to setup the template given a data layout.

// Bloom filters + cold levels

// Bloom filters + no cold levels
// T is so large that
there is only 1 level

7

Robustness. The actual workload may vary from the input workload 𝑊 . To ensure robust designs Cosine adds “noise” by changing
the proportion of operations in 𝑊 and by adding missing operations. This is set by default to 10% of noise which we find to give
consistent results across numerous diverse workloads [2].
Result: Navigating the Pareto Frontier. Creating the continuum
takes on average 40-50 seconds on our test machine (Sec. 7) for
all three cloud providers. Once the continuum is constructed, Cosine can instantly navigate it using a binary-search to generate the
optimal configuration Γoptimal (storage engine design, VMs, and
provider) for the available cloud budget and to also suggest neighboring configurations with attractive budget-performance balances.
Finally, the continuum enables what-if capability: designers can
interactively query Cosine to get the optimal configuration for any
budget or performance point (given 𝑊 ).

6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We now demonstrate the self-designing ability of Cosine. First, we
verify Cosine’s cost model with diverse storage engine designs,
workloads and cloud budgets. Then, we show that Cosine scales
with data, workload diversity, and cloud budget, outperforming
state-of-the-art engines by up to an order of magnitude.
Baselines. We compare Cosine against three state-of-the-art storage engines of diverse designs, RocksDB (LSM-tree) [56], WiredTiger
(B-tree) [120], and FASTER (LSH-table) [43]. We set each of these
baselines to their default configuration. As RocksDB does not support the existence of cold levels, we allocate as much memory for
fence pointers as needed to cover to all disk-resident blocks. We
use the default size ratio (𝑇 = 10) and the Bloom filter policy with
10 bits per key. For WiredTiger, we set the size of the leaf nodes
and the internal nodes to the default of 32KB and 4KB, respectively.
We use the default fanout of 32 (𝑇 = 32). For FASTER, we assign
the default memory to accommodate 8𝑡1ℎ keys in the hashtable. For
all baselines, we allocate 1 GB to the in-memory buffer.
Workloads. We extend the standard key-value benchmark, YCSB
[46]; we cover all core YCSB workloads A-F, but we also test with
several variations with different distributions such as, uniform,
zipfian, and normal corresponding to diverse real-life applications
such as graph processing in social media [27, 59], web applications
[119] and event log processing [42]. We include the workloads
which are known to be favorable for the baselines, i.e., write-heavy
workloads which favor FASTER [43], range query heavy workloads
which favor WiredTiger [82], and mixed workloads which favor
RocksDB [56]. We experiment with 100M records each of length
1024 bytes (128 for integer keys & 896 for values).
Cloud Pricing. We use 7 VMs from each cloud provider: r5 from
AWS, n1-highmem from GCP, and E2-64 v3 from Azure. The VMs
have diverse CPU and memory properties with hourly rates ranging
from $0.09 to $4.36 in AWS, $0.07 to $3.57 in GCP, and $0.07 to
$2.50 in Azure. For SSD storage, we set $0.1 per GB-month for AWS
(beyond 75 GB which is a free slab) and $0.24 per GB-month for
GCP with maximum allowed throughput set at 15𝐾 IOPS and 30𝐾
IOPS, respectively. Azure employs flat storage prices for different
storage slabs from $5.28 to $259.05 for storage slabs ranging from
32 GB (120 IOPS) to 2 TB (7500 IOPS), respectively. We use the
publicly available quotations of the three cloud providers [3, 8, 11].
Hardware. For computing Cosine’s storage engine configurations,
we use a machine with Core i5 processor and 16GB DDR4 RAM.

RUST CODE TEMPLATE

Once the search process terminates, Cosine uses the resulting design
to setup the code for the target storage engine. Cloud logistics
have to be addressed a priori, e.g., creating and setting up cloud
contracts. Cosine includes a templated key-value engine which
consists of Rust library crates for every component of the storage
engine template in Table 1. Each crate containerizes the structure
and capacity of a storage component and also offers its own set
of Rust Traits that define how it can be created or accessed for
reads and writes, garbage collection, capacity checks, and inter-crate
interactions. Cosine also maintains a wrapper crate for the entire
storage engine the traits of which directly link to that of the buffer
and the main tree. By using the values of the layout primitives in
the target design Cosine initializes the code template.
In addition to the layout primitives, Cosine’s engine template
contains a set of algorithmic abstractions. Each algorithmic abstraction not only indicates a core functionality of the storage engine
but also controls the granularity at which the functionality is induced within the engine. Table 1 shows all such primitives and
their definitions. For example, <restructuring strategy> denotes how data is restructured (B-trees), merged (LSH-tables), or
compacted (LSM-trees) across diverse designs. Based on the resulting engine design from the search process, Cosine determines
which algorithmic primitives are the best fit. For instance, the absence of Bloom filters (𝑀𝐵𝐹 = 0) means that the design is not in the
LSM class. If the class is LSM, merging starts from the first run of a
level and so Cosine sets run_strategy = full whereas in B-trees,

7.1

Verifying the Accuracy of Cosine’s Models

Cosine’s potential as a self-designing storage engine depends on
the accuracy of its cost models across the entire space of storage
engine designs, hardware, data, operations, and cloud budgets.
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Figure 3: Accurately capturing the cost of running diverse operations on existing storage engine designs.
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Figure 4: Accurately predicting I/O, CPU, and cloud cost with query and h/w parallelism for diverse new and existing designs.
Step 1: State-of-the Art Engines. First, we show that Cosine can
accurately capture the I/Os of diverse engine designs for all core
key-value operations. For each operation we compare the actual
performance of each engine - we measure the mean incurred I/Os against the predicted I/Os by the Cosine model, using the initializations of Table 1 for each engine. We test with 100M entries, 10M
queries (for each operation type) and various skewed distributions
varying D𝑔𝑒𝑡 and D𝑝𝑢𝑡 to represent zipfian and normal distributions as shown in Figure 3(A). Figure 3(B) shows that as we vary
workloads and distributions, (1) the shape of the predicted I/Os
matches that of the actual I/Os for all engines and distributions and
(2) the error is extremely small with an average accuracy of 89%,
86%, and 93% for RocksDB, WiredTiger, FASTER, respectively. For a
better understanding of the need for distribution-aware models, we
also compare against the worst case models we introduced [73] for
the data layout primitives. The Cosine model is drastically superior,
e.g., for zipfian lookups with 𝑝𝑔𝑒𝑡 = 0.8 or normally distributed
rmws on FASTER or WiredTiger, most of the keys are in cache
or buffer thereby leading to less I/Os per operation, whereas, the
worst-case model still accounts at least 1 I/O for each lookup.
Step 2: New/Hybrid Engines. Next, we verify the model against
several new engine designs which are hybrids of Cosine’s core
design classes. We generate 30 new engine designs by varying one
design primitive at a time. To test the performance of these new
engines, we deploy the Rust implementation of the Cosine template.
Similar to the observations in Figure 3(B), Figure 4(A) shows an

average accuracy of 94% in predicting the performance of diverse
storage engines across two of the core key-value operations.
Step 3: Concurrency-Aware CPU Modeling. We now switch
from individual operations to full-fledged workloads and move on
from I/Os to end-to-end latency using also Cosine’s learned CPU
model. Figure 4(B) depicts results using YCSB A with 25% of each
operation: lookups, inserts, blind updates, and rmws, and as we vary
query parallelism and CPU cores. It shows results with all baselines
as well as with Cosine’s optimal auto-designed engine. The results
include both the actual runtimes and the predicted performance
by the Cosine model. For all degrees of parallelism in Figure 4(B)
and for all engine designs, Cosine’s prediction accuracy never falls
below 82% and achieves a maximum of 90%.
Step 4: Cloud Cost. We now demonstrate that Cosine can accurately translate performance estimations to cloud cost. We use
Azure and compare the cloud cost and performance estimations of
Cosine with the actual monetary cost incurred and the throughput
achieved when running the codebase produced by Cosine on the
cloud. We use five VM types: B1|s, B1s, B1ms, A1_v2, and D1_v2
and a YCSB A workload variant. We run this experiment on a distributed setup with a cluster size of 3 VMs. Then, the cloud cost
varies from $11.4/month to $159.87/month [11, 16] for running the
same workload with the optimal configurations in each case. Figure
4(C) shows that the averaging over all budget points and YCSB
A variants, the predicted performance is accurate to up to 91%.
Depending on the availability of VMs, there can be a variability
of up to 15% on cloud-cost for the same performance (each VM is
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Figure 5: Cosine outperforms existing storage engine across diverse workloads and cloud budgets.
charged differently across different Azure data centers). To include
this variability, we plot with error bars the minimum and maximum
price of each VM type across 6 data centers in the United States.
Overall the results in this section show that the Cosine model
satisfies all quality properties: (1) precision as it maintains an average accuracy of 89% across storage engine designs, operations, and
distributions, (2) consistency as the shape of estimation matches
that of the actual curve in all experiments, and (3) conservation as
in almost all scenarios, we notice errors due to over-estimation and
not under-estimation. Cosine never exceeds the budget by more
than 15% or misses the performance target by more than 12%.

7.2

design at each point by color coding (e.g., B-tree based). The resulting cloud provider is indicated by the point used for each budget
and we set AWS as the default cloud provider for the baselines.
For all workloads in Figure 5, Cosine either outperforms or
matches RocksDB, WiredTiger, and FASTER. Cosine’s performance
gain grows with more budget because hardware and design are
not co-optimized in fixed engines while Cosine morphs to the best
design to co-optimize for the workload, budget, and available hardware. For example, by capturing early-stopping and infrequent
merging within its distribution-aware cost model and by finding
out the optimal level of parallelism with its learned model, Cosine
is able to allocate memory across the buffer, bloom filters, and fence
pointers optimally. For instance, as the budget increases for mixed
workloads (5(D)), Cosine’s optimal configuration uses the same
memory footprint but switches the storage engine design from
B-tree-like to LSH-like and the cloud provider from AWS to Azure.
This is because (i) unlike B-trees, LSH-tables are fundamentally
read-write-optimized at the cost of high memory and (ii) memory
is cheaper in Azure, compared to AWS. Even with a reduced IOPS
rate in Azure, the LSH-Azure combination emerges as the optimal
one for higher budgets. Cosine also brings out observations that
enhance conventional wisdom. For instance, Cosine pickes B-tree
class of designs as the workload consists of range-intensive operations (5(G)). However, when the workload changes such that a
significant proportion of those operations are empty (5(H)), then Cosine chose the LSM-class of design by utilizing an in-memory range
filter (Rosetta [90]). Making such choices manually is extremely
complex and non-intuitive as conventional wisdom suggests that
LSM designs are not optimized for range queries.
Scaling With Data. We now show that Cosine scales better not
only with budget and workloads but also with data. In this experiment, data grows from 1 to 100 billion entries; for every 10%

Outperforming State-of-the-art Engines

Next we demonstrate that given a workload and budget, Cosine
can search over a massive space of possible storage engine designs
to find and take the shape of the best design that significantly
outperforms state-of-the-art systems while also choosing the best
cloud provider and hardware (VM) for deployment to balance both
cloud cost and performance. Now that we have proven the accuracy
of the Cosine models, we use the models to generate the results
of these experiments as we would otherwise need a budget in the
order of 8 million dollars. We verify the cost-performance mapping
for each provider using their price calculators [5–7].
Scaling with diverse Workloads and Cloud Budgets. Figure 5
shows results from ten workloads. (A)-(C) and (F)-(H) are workloads with a one dominant query type whereas (D)-(E) and (I)-(J)
are mixed workloads with varied composition of operations, as
indicated on top of each graph. For each experiment, we vary the
budget in ($/month) and for each budget, we plot the throughput
for RocksDB, WiredTiger, FASTER, and Cosine (best design chosen
for each budget/workload). We also explicitly show some of the resulting Cosine designs and the dominant class of the chosen Cosine
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SLAs. Finally, Figure 6(C) shows that as we add SLA requirements,
Cosine utilizes the budget to maximize perfomance by coming up
with new engine designs and cloud configurations.
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Cosine is part of an ongoing effort in the systems community to
design systems that learn and adapt: Learned systems [75, 84, 85],
adaptive indexing [74], and learned-tuning [100, 110] are all related
areas of research but orthogonal directions. First, Cosine offers
a drastically different methodology by exhaustively utilizing our
knowledge as system designers to craft an extensive design space for
the core design decisions of storage engines and uses both analytical
and learned cost models to rank those designs. This brings fast and
robust design space navigation to achieve self-designing properties.
Second, Cosine focuses specifically on key-value storage engines
[70, 105, 106, 114, 121, 124] and co-designs the whole self-designing
process with cloud cost policies and deployment.
Bourbon [49] is a modification of WiscKey [88] that replaces
the fence pointers in an LSM-tree based key-value store with a
learned model. Distributed key-value stores can also use learned
components for purposes such as caching hot key-value data closer
to the client for less network cost [118], and responsively adjusting
in-memory component tuning to changing workload conditions
[110, 122]. Learned components are orthogonal to Cosine which
offers a framework to model the whole key-value store engine space.
For example an LSM-tree system such as Bourbon that replaces an
existing component with a learned component that does the same
work is still an LSM-tree system with the same core properties.
Instead, Cosine’s first principles approach gives the ability to span
design classes and offers scalability in workload diversity. Learned
components can be integrated into the Cosine template and models
so that they can be considered as part of the engine design space.
Other Related Areas. In [2], we discuss the related areas of multinode cloud cluster management [21, 25, 37, 65, 81, 123], cloud resource pricing, utilization and guarantees [38, 69, 94, 113], and other
data management work in cost optimization [22, 44, 50, 107, 109].
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Figure 6: Cosine scales (A); is robust (B); adapts to SLAs (C).
growth in data we increase the budget by $10K to accommodate
additional storage and computation requirements. We test for two
YCSB variants. Figure 6(A.i) shows that Cosine scales better by
up to 80X, 40X, and 7X compared to RocksDB, WiredTiger, and
FASTER respectively. This is because when searching for the optimal engine, Cosine’s synthesis assumes that the underlying data
structures in the candidate designs are full. This allows Cosine to (i)
eliminate configurations that are likely to grow disproportionately
(or proportionately) for uniform (or skewed) workloads and (ii)
pick configurations that amortize the cost over large data. When
workloads have range queries as in Figure 6(A.ii), the benefit is
slightly smaller as a range query involves reading multiple pages
which dominate cost; Cosine still improves by 40x and 15x over
RocksDB and WiredTiger, respectively.
Overall, across all workloads, budgets and data sizes in Figures
5 and 6, Cosine improves on average by 53x, 25x, and 20x compared to RocksDB, WiredTiger, and FASTER, respectively and for
many contexts the benefit can be be up to 100x. For certain points
across all figures, there are no numbers for RocksDB, WiredTiger,
or FASTER. This is due to insufficient budget. For example, with
AWS, RocksDB needs to always use at least $20K/month to maintain
good performance by keeping its bloom filters in memory (with 10
bits/entry). Similarly, FASTER needs at least $45K/month for good
performance to be able to hash about 81th of the data in-memory

9

LIMITATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

Given the vast space of considerations with storage engines there
are several limitations and open topics we do not cover in this
paper but offer exciting areas for future work towards full blown
self-designing storage engines such as workload forecasting, distributed processing, on-the-fly adaptation, adoption of learned components, and even extending to data models beyond the key-value
paradigm. For example, in the spirit of online database tuning [41]
online adaptivity for self-designing storage engines can utilize the
Cosine models to reevaluate the design periodically and then there
is the additional problem of transitioning the engine design with
minimum data movement. Our early results for online-adaptivity
show promising signs across diverse designs [80, 91].
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. This work is partially funded by the
USA Department of Energy project DE-SC0020200.
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1 ) with
which requires 7400 GB of memory ( 8 ∗ 64 ∗ (1 + 2048
𝐵 = 2048) which is 21 VMs of type 𝑟 5𝑑.12𝑥large in AWS. Instead,
Cosine is able to find a viable storage engine design for any budget.
Cosine is Robust. We now show that Cosine provides robust performance if the expected workload varies from the actual workload.
Here Cosine expects a YCSB D variant workload with 50% lookups
and 50% inserts and is given a budget of $20K per month. The actual workload that arrives includes 10𝑥𝑉 % new operations: 45%
lookups, 45% inserts, and 3.33𝑥𝑉 % blind updates, 3.33𝑥𝑉 % rmws,
and 3.33𝑥𝑉 % range queries. We vary the actual workload by either
altering the proportion of operations (𝑉 ) and track the performance
loss by testing against the optimal design that Cosine would create
if it was given the actual workload. Figure 6(B) shows that Cosine
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